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LASER HOLOGRAPHIC VACUUM STRESSING NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF SOLID FUEL
PROPELLANT GRAIN

-J

GENG Wan-zhen JIANG Ling-zhen LU Qi-chang HONG Jing
SUMM4ARY
his article introduces the status and results of the uie of • type

N_

of large-scale internal optical path vacuum stressing las~er holojr'zpiLc
nondestructive

testing instrument in

checking for viscosity flaws along

layer surfaces of fuel packs in the motors of solid fuel rockets.
Moreover,

it

.9

discusses the advantages and disadvantages of c-,rjinri

out
this type of check using methods incorporating thermal streseing ad.-

vacumla (Iov pressure) stressing

(0) Introduction
Holographic photography is

a branch of research which makes use of

the principles of interference and refraction to record and reproduce the.
light waves from objects.

(1) Making use of these principles,

to take the light rays from an object beiiq
corresponding phage and avaplitude,
medium (a holograph).
After this,
On the same holograph,
two) light wave signals.

it

is

photographed aan,

.

we are able-"
witi.

store these signals in a recording
it is possible to easily reproduce it.
possible to record two (or more than

Take for example,

..

the light wave information

making a linear recording of a certain stationary object (first

exposure).

.,
..,,,

,,.,.,,
After this,

then the object is

called the stressing process.)

(•

turned adding a certa~ii

str•3i (t.iii 1s
Under the influence of tlili st'ee.3, t ti•'

q.-.:...:.
.

object in its originAl poaition makes a minute change in its
form an4 position.

The light w-¢e

iqforiation which we get at this time

•,

(2)
.%

0.s -e

o

,.

...-

4

*.'

1J

4

..

**%..-.

N..
'J%.'

1P V' %X

is

recorded linearly on the same recording mediula (the aecond

,

Holographic images which are obtained in this way, if they are ised to
compare with totally identical reproduced optical illuminations made at
the time of the recording, then, the light w4vea fron the surface of the
object both before and after the movement will be simultaneously
produced, and interference will occur. The distribution of optical
strength in the reproduced images

varies as a cosine function.
The cause of the cosine nature of the
variance is that it is a function of the phase difference of the light
coming from the object caused by the tao%*aet arid *Thipe change of the
object.
This is nothing except an interference image from the twin
holograph exposures.
Holograph interference, except for the two
exposures described above, also interfere in waiqy ways sCh as the real
time interference method, the tiae ave,-age ma:thod, an1 the double
wqvelength method.
However, it goes without saying that the working
principles of the interference methods are all comparisons of a two or
more wavelength form.
The interference patterns formed by the interference images of the
holographs reflect outlines of equal movement along the direction of
observation;
moreover, the distance between each interfereorti line,
which represents the amount of movement represented on ; rectalin•ar
surface,i8 approci'oAtely equAl to half the wavelength of the light used
in the int.ýfqrenrý.
It is precisely because of this that we are
8p-ýking of the use of holographic interference methods in the real'a of
nondestructive measurements technology.
It is only neceiary for the
object being checked, under the application of stressing force4, to have
the no:ainql iection, of its surface produce even or regular minute
trqn:3forimanLion, and sections of the object• surface which contain
interior flaws, because of the physical and mechanicql nattu- of their
changes,produce differing, localized trRnSfor:a~tions.
Th• n,!rical
,f t

localized changes, when they are small enough to bt

2

;,i -t

%9.V

range o-orreiporiding to the original wavelengths of the light used in the
I
interference,
wi~ll than cause in the holographic interference ddistribution patterns, in the vicinity of fl~aw, clear deformnities, which
allows the flaws to be discovered. Obviously, laser holographic

•'~.÷,,.'

.

easuorement technology can be applied to nondestructive
measurements and checks, and these applications will possess relatively
interfereneoo

high test sensitivities as well as positional accilr-icy. This possibility
is clearly worth looking at. Nondestructive checks have advaintAS..i in
such areas as contamination, arid, because of this, it has become a lively
newr posibility
o
ateng

inthpectionimethods, which has caused universal

interest inside and outside China. In the area of nondestructive
inspections of the quality of viscous connectionl
along lapyer bo-"iary
surfaces in the propellant pach
of solid fuel rocket motors, it has also
giiea
rise to a large saount of research work. (2)a(3) (4)belowawtil
I
introduce us to many of the reaults of this work which have been obteained

recently
(2)pelection of

stresing

h

sethods

The selection of the most appropriate stressing
o
method, with at'
to the material quality, measuremenits, and types oF Cltlai t) b-ý f).iil Ii
different objects to be measured, not only allows the accurate control
ntoduce-irj to provide the correst ofteoant of stress, but is always the key
to the amount of laser holographic interference to be used in
nondestructive(test echnologies, and to the ucceis or fallair. of tiri'

technique.

F~romo the p-icaliqr charac.terlit lea of solid fuel, our work

shown thet both thro

h!As

the

sing anpd vrrauutstressing are capable of
effectively carrying out nondestructive checks for viscslity flaws on
inerernc t b uedLn,'"-3,
hlorahi
o lse
to heamun
lafer boundaries; however, in terms of effectiveness, there are crlear

difer~nc~bt-ween thena.
tes an
nondstrutiv
th
pecliarcl~rcter:•tis •ron
techique
tat
boththe•0•l,•r,
•hown

re,•ing

•d

he
•ehnolgie,
to

v

o

,,cc•
o•soli
stesin
%uu

.

•a~~n•of
o*
f~e,
r

cpaleo

te'.•;..
h.
wor

#5%

,'. . .'...

•NV:

What is called thertaal stressing refers to the process in which an
object being checked is bombarded by thermal radiation from a heat source
the
ot
,)ctt.ie
and increases in temperature, causing thermal expa'.iioa.
fact that the thermal coefficient of conduction in areas of viscoiity
lo~s is lower than the sane coefficient in areas where the viscous
continuity is
good, it produces ý. surface temperature increase in
areas of viscosity loss, which is slightly greater than that in areas
where surfaces have good viscous continuity. The differing phenoaena
related to the nature of the thermal' expansion in these areas necessarily
cause the production of clear localized deformities in the system of
interference patterns, and these deformities in the patterns allow the
discovery of flaws even in areas which have already been sealed.

This type of thermal stres~sing method, due to the fau-t that thermal
stressing eqaip'dant is relatively simpler than the equipment required by
other methods, is convenient, fast, and, because of this, has been aied A

"good deal.

However,

thermal stressing belongi to the c't.•o'y

oP dynalc

ta'.e place during the timewhen the
stressing. The inýpection procet
g~e~ael tenparAturi of the surface of the object being measured is
changing.
S
Because of this, when one selects a combination of the r-tl

time holographic interference method and technilues for controlling the1
interferen.,e patterns:, it is po:•ssble to obtiLn relatively good results.
iooerer, the need to combine these two techniques in order to get good
results makes the difficulty of the testing even greater.
Vacuuna stressing is a type of itatic stressing. When the air
pr3.
ir 1
iniide the fael column of solid fuel rockets is reduced from
33 Ir'

P1

to P.., the gases which are uniformly contained within thp

fuel column cause an expansion which produces a transformation of thi
surface of the entire object.

It layer bouA'try

iurac-3

[ii tVi

fail

colua-n contain areas of viscosity loss, then, the gases remaining in
these areas (including the component of evaporated gases) cause an
expansion, and this makes areas of viscosity loss elastically transform
toward the outside. A round area of viscosity loss q'th firio b,)oyd-ry
conditions, causes a localizel 4eioralttll (5)

[
4~

'Ao,"

4

is the
a?=, - P
In this equation K is the ratio coefficient.
difference in ambient air pressures. D is the diameter of the are4 of
viscosity loss. E is the coefficiert of elasticity for tqe %hterials. H
is the depth at which the viscosity lo:s is positioned, which, in this
paper, is the thickness of the layer involved.
Clearly the selection of vactuu; stressing has the advantages listed
below:
the
1 . Due to the fact that the waoont of Vioalied
ttrinsornqtion of an area of viscosity loss 1 varies

s

directly with th-

S

follooe that the air pressure in the
chamber) where the solid fuel column is prepared can
spice (vacumu
of tho
accurately control the amount of stressing. In the crude vac-,la
in air preo3ir•

i

h',

,

it

vacuum chamber, it is relatively easy to carry oat aJ~t,a'--its;
moreover, it Is possible to get etcellent consistency.
Due to the fact that the whole surface of the solid fuel coluan
is surrounded by the same ambient air pressure, it follows that all the
that
.o1tr~cal ?oa t
surfaces of the feel coltuwn are of the s-,ie
2.

their

so they all

the same,

anch-nical strengths are all

receive unifora

This causes the holographic interference pattern system of the
strese.
Talkir1 one or two
whole body to present a clearly uniforwa tppe-rarice.
,rcor*inSsystea is

brought in

interference

tf the holographic

round solid fuel colaunns as an ec-iple,

close to the front of the fuel column,

it

1i e-sy to see that the holographic interference pattern system for th'
patterns as ihot, in ?ig 1.
whole object is a set of regalar ellipti.;tl
This is

exactly what makes it

d4-formations

in

relatively easy to LidentLy the localized
Under

interference patterns caused by viscosity flaws.

the therinal stressing method is very difficult to apply
that the surface of the radiation sot.ice, its
evenly due to the fict
in the distance batrighspe, temperature distribution, and different
comparison,

the object being irradiated and differrent points on the surface of thý
influ-inee from many types of factors such

beat soarce ni well a.

as3 aa-bient teoperature variatione,

etc.

all

contribute to making it

so.
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Due to these problems,
ruls3 one.
iMaking us.

it

is

easy to mistakenly identify a fl-A or to

of this peculiarity,

the vacuum stressing method c-ti K1-3o

be used to check out layer viscosity strength
P
4

,ooht not it

is

uniform. In Fig 2 we see a case where the fuel column layer viscosity
Jdo
not sh>w uniform adhesion, which causes the elasticity coefficient
r
or the boanq.-ry surface materials to vary from point to point. From (4)
"we can see that, after stressing, the transformation 1 also varies from
point to point, and this causes vavLness and .hape changes in the system
of holographic interference tracings.

•,to

*elP,

Fig. I.
1

Fig. I.

Fig. 2.

Photogr-tph of -.

i;orga'l Holograpiqc

Interference Tracing

2.

Pig 2. Typical Photograph of a Holographic Interference Tracing From a
Fuel Column in Which the Surface Layer Viscosity .trpnqthR Are Unevea

3. Anothti a1.nt'g. of the ase of vacuum stressing in solid fuel
column nondestructive ,oeasuresents is that it does not use any heat
%

source.

Because of this,

3, Vacaui .tres.

it

improves safety and reliability.

Laser Holographic Nondestructive Test Instrauenti

6

'K

W.

I

77 - -7-77-

All instram4ent 3ystea-s,4which:atke ,age of vacuum stressing in
vacuuwa case -re pmototypes.

On these prototypes,

7.
.

'7

a

their illumination and

holographic transmissions all need to go through the opticAl Jlas3 winThis causes thi two
which are installed on the vacuum case.
(1) the scattered light caused by the
problelsd3iiscu'ised below:
dows

I
1.

illuminatlon soarce on either side of the glass is recorded by the
holographic interference plate, and, when it is reproduced, it creates
Moreover,

rather strong background interference.
cosning fron the object dehpo
windows,

eies
w'n

it

pA.3.

the holograph liht

-.-

throagh the glass

with relatively great reflected losses, which results in

an even
"...

(2)
In the vacuum case, dixrinig tile str••,
more apparent attenuation.
between the two exposures, the exIstence of pressare d..,,r.:.'
Sprocess
which operate to transform

the shape of the case body or the glass

window produces a phase adjustaent
.1

in

tho light wqves colaing from the

This gives rise to vacuuia frejuency interfereice tracings,
objects.
which 1nf1n'ne• thp resulting analysis.
This is even more true for the
Rnd,

minspection of samples of relatively large dimensions,

to

tnorer

elifminate this type of disturbing interfarence, th:) nesety
reQuirements in ter,43 of the case body, the material and quality of the
glass windo4,

atreri.th

itt

trid the ,aethod of sealing it,

.

all make quite

large demands on designers and are difficult probleos to reol'e.
Speaking to the problems raised above,
trae v~caua stressing laser holographic

10,

instrument.

Fig. 3 is

*

*

nondestructive test measurement

an outside photograph of it.
in

simplify the apparatus,

In

order to

the design of it, we took tri. w

with the holograph's anti-vibration

syste-

anl combined it

bamia.

The dia',eter of the vacuum chamber is

1500mm.

We made use of its

1300mm;

its

st

"z.-

lev&li%.

length is

relatively large cont:ained are'- and weight to

install the gas charging interior vesicle in
level vibration reducer;

.i

we made plans to proa,,ce-.

moreover,

in

a low position,

as a firts..

the interior of the vacuum chAmber,

we initalled a thick steel plate as a level platform, and, under this
"flatplatform, we also added vibration ,uffling rubber as a second level
vibration re~ducer.

I

"thi

-,

la44r

anti-vibration

"

co'npletely

The flat platforc, cont-ins all light coarses except

Through the practical application of proven
techniques, the requirements for holographic images w.•ert
tubes.

rmi't.

V

"

Both ends of the vacuum chamber have a sealed observation window,
because of this, the adjustment of light paths and the removal and

and,

placement of test samples are relatively easy.
Through the observation
windows, it is possible, during operations, to observe the holographic
interference.

.j

..

.lA:f:V

Fig.

3

This system uses a 2x-15 type vacuun purap, which is capable of
taking the air pressure inside the vacuum chamber and quickly lowering Lt
from the normal air pressure to a level of vacuum P=1.
The degree of
¢r&>i

L33

oi
obsered

tni

controlled

experiments are completed,
the seals and let

it

is

from the vacuum strength meter.
After
possible to use hand controls to open

the at:mosphere into the chaimber.

Fig. 4 is a diagram of the principles of holographic illuianatton
ltg",t p.4th3.
After He-Ne laser sheafs pass through gate B, from the side 'I
41.qJn0 of the c'aecaa chamber, C, they are shot into the interior of the
chamber.

After continuing adjustmdents of the sheafs with the control
device P, the light becomes separated into the sheaf of light comaing from
the object and the reference sheaf.
Because the object being observed is
cylindrical in shape, the sheaf of illumination light goes through
expansion lens L, and,
cylindrical

lens LA,

into a bar shape in

aeter it

fork-ihapsi

spread out,

it

is

fed through a

which causes the sheaf to be compressed 1laterallj
order to raise the optical efficiency of the shet.

The object beLa-- obser¢-.t
special

is

held *tation-iry in its place by the use of a
doev.-Le ri)ed to the flat
plate.
All the holographic
1s

interference photographic displays appearing in this article are
holographic photographs taken using thig apparatus.

Io

a.

I a
S

I
II

'I

I

L

•

"I
I

-'T

M,

Fig 4 Diagram of Light Path Principles
(Within the Dotted Box Is the Vacuum Chamber)

L: He-Ne Laser Device

B:

Electromotive Shutter

C: Vacuun Charanber Side

Totally
P: Continuous Light Adjustment Device M, MiM,:
Reflective Lenses LI,L,: Spreading Lenses LI: Columnar Lens H:

Window

Holographic Interference Plate

0: Object Being Tested

This apparatus produced relatively good test results when used
with vacuum stressing against objects appropriate for that approach, that
is., such structures as vortex-shaped plates, and thin glass and steel
l.

'4oreover,

its

structure is

simple,

its

operation is

convenient,

capable of measuring objects of relatively large dimensions.
Because of this, it has definite practical value.
and it

is

9

Figures 5, 6,

and 7 are all actual examples of tests on parts of

fuel columns.

Fig 5 Normal Photograph of the HologrcaohLc !hterference Patterns From
Fil
Columars With Boundary Layer Artificial Viscosity Losses at o and
€. I.)

*~

'Fig 6

-,

Noral Photograph of the Holographic Interference Patterns Pro;a a

Fuel Column With Boundary Layer Man Made VLscosity Losses 5x10
IOxiO.
The Surface of This Fuel Columna Was Painted With White Powder,
and, Because the Powder Was Not Stable, the Interference Patterns Are
Pnd

Deformed From Those of a Normal Body.

10

Fig 7

A Normal Photograph of the I t-rferecriý P~tterns Fro:n at Fuel

Colaa.n With Uneven Boundary Layer Viscosity Strength and 20x20 Man Made
Viscoity Losa Flaws
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Abstract
A new type of Iaer holographic vacuum stressing nondestructive testing instrument has been developei by the authors. The instrument can hb used for testing
comraratively large si7ed samples with most of its optical elements contained inside
its airtight cabin. In this paper, the testing results of debond flaws for solid fuel
propellant grains are given.The virtues and defects of thermal str(ssing and vacuum
stressing are discu-tsed.
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